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Motivation & Background

Kick-off: Publications from the “first-phase”, indicated issues to explore further
Ongoing work: Over two years, expanding disciplines and data, strengthened and 
nuanced findings. Presentation given on this basis.

Team: interdisciplinary scientists (physics, geophysics, statistics, risk analysis, finance, 
economics, … +nuclear safety science and engineering sciences)

Goal: sound independent guidance in polarized dialogue on nuclear

Swiss nuclear law: The nuclear permit holders must take all safety measures necessary 
- in the light of experience and the state of science and technology and which contribute 
to a further reduction of the risk - as far as they are appropriate

Topics today: nuclear safety, cost of incidents/accidents, and the connection between

Important statements:

1) (Total cost) consequences of accidents in nuclear power have been underestimated
by the nuclear community
2) Public perceived risk – informed by the media – over-estimated
3) Without understanding (total) cost, we cannot know the true value of safety
4) Indications that more can be learned from past experience
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Safety in the nuclear community: 
“Theoretical” frequency of core damage and radiological release

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA): framework for understanding, regulating, and assessing 
the safety of nuclear power plants. Three sequential levels of escalating events:

Level 1: Core damage (CDF=Core Damage Frequency [per reactor year]) 
Level 2: Containment failure, radiological release (LRF=Large Release Frequency)
Level 3: (External radiological) consequences (rare, not legally required)

International target: CDF 10-4/ry = once every 10k reactor-years (a rare event!) 
→ once every 22 years for an international fleet of 450 reactors 
For each CD, LR “expected” about 1/10 times → once every 100k reactor-years

PSA process. For each plant define: 

All initiating events/triggers (incl. external: earthquake, flood, airplane crash, etc)
All chains/sequences leading to 1) core damage, then 2) containment failure, then 3) consequences 
“Assign” probabilities to these sequences (considering different plant states), and sum them 
→ CDF, LRF

Large diversity: Current fleet PSA numbers vary by factor >100 due to plant-specific differences, 
but also due to different scope and quality. 

E.g., Japan did not systematically consider extreme external events on a site-specific 
basis!  
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PSA after Fukushima: 
Limitations and a call to learn more from experience

Fukushima, 2011 triggered major criticism of safety assessment/performance in extreme accident conditions.

Even in a high-quality full-scope PSA:

i) Incompleteness: In USA, from 2000-2010, thirty percent of accident 
precursors not captured by their PSA  

ii) Difficult to model extreme accident conditions, far beyond plant 
design basis, including human actions.

iii) Importance of external risk and its high uncertainty: 
CH: 50-90% seismic risk?

iv) Size & complexity: At KKL: >200 triggers, millions of complicated 
sequences, 10k pages documentation. → How to fully know, 
comprehend, assess, and update? 4



Our Independent Scientific View

Can learn more from experience (statistical analysis of incidents, accidents, and near-misses). 

Relentlessly learn from the experience of the entire international fleet (comprehensive data)

Deep and rigorous analysis: Go beyond the few largest events, using best methods from multiple 
disciplines.

[To improve safety] the reporting threshold should be lowered from incidents to anomalies with minor or no impact on safety. 
This will provide an insight on precursors, which are near misses or low level events that provide information for determining 
advance warnings... - IAEA, 2005
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A comprehensive open database
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850 events (and growing); global; 1950-2016; all facilities; proper sources; safety and 
cost descriptions; diverse cost sources; threshold completeness.



Nuclear risk in context

For different energy sources/chains, there are a diverse combination of negative consequences in the 
operations (largely emissions), and in accidents. No source is totally innocent.

We must optimize by making trade-offs to balance alternatives

Taking risk as a criterion, we consistently combine the diverse frequency and severity 

We must be careful of our inherent biases, which may lead to rationally questionable actions

Fatalities by energy source, in normal operation (emissions etc) and accident conditions. [PSI, 2016]
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Comparing PSA Theory with Experience

Grey values PSA-theoretical (range of quoted CDF), black values statistical (mean and 90% CI)

Swiss experience of zero C.D. insufficient for statistical comparison → expand statistical basis.

Global large events: 3-5 major C.D. in ~12-15'000 reactor-years → ~high international historical average

US fleet “precursors”: ~365 “significant” events since 1970: 
→ Modern US average CDF (1990-now) ~10-4 , reduced 10-100 times from pre-TMI  

KKG improvement (PSA) by > 100x from 1980 to 2012.  CH has CDF (theoretical) superior to US. Good practical reasons 
exist for this (Beznau, Gösgen, Leibstadt, Muhleberg)

Fukushima (10-7) because excluded external events (and low quality)!

→ Theoretical CDFs appear somewhat optimistic. Must be conservative in their use, and complement with 
experience / statistics.   7



Consequences: Cost due to major accidents

Lessons:
- Major accident can cause 500B in total cost  i.e., 1B per reactor worldwide
- TMI: made nuclear power more expensive (increased safety requirements worldwide)
- Chernobyl: “public” costs dominate – commerce, land loss, relocation, health, ... 
- Fukushima: cost of replacement power, evacuation trauma, fleet impact (disruption, further safety 
requirements)

Nuclear power is an extreme cost risk: The three disasters easily sum to ~1'000 Billion, whereas 
the hundreds of other events in our db sum to <100 B.

There are also lessons that can be learned by looking at the full population of events of different 
types 

Cost 
(Bil CHF)

ISRN, 2011 TMI, 1979 Chernobyl, 1986 Fukushima, 2011

Onsite 8 3-6 20-40B 15-25

Public1 160 ~ 0 100-400 (?) 70-120

Elec. Cost2 90 5 rates + 100-200 int'l 
capital backfits

>10 100-200 replacement + > 60 int'l capital 
backfits

Broader 200 “reputation” (also a 
public cost)

Sector inflection point. Political stability? German nuclear exit (>60)

Total 500 mostly public 
costs

10 + doubling cost of future 
nuclear.

> 300 (majority non-
health related public 
impact)

200-400 + jeopardizing sector.

1 Public: health, business/commercial disruption, land loss, environment, ...
2 Electricity cost includes replacement power, and costs to reach new safety standards 8



~1'000B total cost →  1-2 Billion per reactor-life, and about 1-2 cents/kWh of historical nuclear electricity production 

Our current estimates (updated with current frequency estimates) are 0.2-0.5 cents/kWh

Nuclear community estimates tend to be low: 0.001 cents/kWh common, 100x less than our current estimate

Nuclear community studies ~exclude costs in excess 10 Bil whereas experience (and simple thinkable scenarios) 
indicate hundreds of Bil possible. This is mostly a result of limited cost types, but perhaps optimistic assumptions.

Estimates increased after Fukushima:
EU Extern-E project (2005): 10 times smaller than our estimate, 10 times larger than official ones.
EU/Ecophys (2014): similar to our estimates.

Nuclear “externality” low relative to coal/gas: due to emissions in the EU [ExternE, 2005]: 
Lignite 6 cents, hard coal 4 cents, gas 1 cent, and nuclear (excluding accidents) ~0.1 cents.

Fig. Compiled official site-specific 
cost estimates due to reactor 
accidents [NEA/OECD, 2000]. x 
points added here for more modern 
estimates. Values with an asterisk 
are our estimates, using our 
database. Red text gives the 
EU/PSI “externalities” in the EU 
due to coal and gas [Extern-E, 
2005] energy, excluding climate-
change risk.
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Costs due to accidents: 
Testing the theory with experience



Cost & Safety in the nuclear community

cost-benefit determinations are conducted within regulatory analyses, backfitting, and environmental analyses 
and generally include property damage.  Onsite property costs include replacement power, decontamination 
costs, and costs associated with refurbishment or decommissioning. Offsite property costs include both the direct 
costs associated with property damage (e.g., property values) and indirect costs (e.g., tourism, manufacturing, 
and agriculture disruption). / US NRC NUREG/BR-0184 (1997) /

Implications:
If this can be done for hypothetical accidents, then it should be applicable and applied to realized 
accidents.

If the methodology is so limited or difficult, then is the safety community making sound investment 
decisions?

Without an understanding of total cost, the total benefit of safety cannot be known. 10

The study of consequences is not legally required 
→ few PSA level 3 studies done/published 

Disagreement about the cost of the historical big three 
(ongoing OECD/NEA Workshop, results not yet published), 
about what costs to include, and what can be quantified.

Some costs are difficult to estimate (e.g., long term health 
impacts) but others known (electricity prices, loss of capital, 
public compensation, etc.)

The law essentially requires a cost-benefit basis for 
safety investments. E.g., from the US:



The Swiss Case

An eventual large release is “thinkable” / not impossible

ENSI PSA: risk is largely seismic ( >50%, and very uncertain*).  A release would probably unfold in such a context
(ENSI: Inspection fédérale de la sécurité nucléaire)

Conservative analysis of risk (LR and consequences) in the Swiss case:

Frequency:  4 reactors → total LRF 4 x 10-5 /ry
→LR once every 25k years. Probability 1/1000 in 30 years.
Consequences: (Integral!) cost: 400-1'000 Billion (~Swiss GDP):

Risk: frequency x consequence = 20 - 40 Mil / yr

A nuclear exit that would increase reliance on gas/coal would lead to health-based externalities of  
~ 1 Bil / yr (excluding extreme climate risk, Paris climate agreement)

25-100 times worse risk than nuclear. Nuclear is the salient risk, whereas the other is a silent killer. Further, at 
least scientifically and globally, there is a potentially super-extreme carbon-emissions climate risk.

Swiss fleet ~safest in the world: PSA is high quality, 
safety culture strong, and major safety investments:

PSA: Sites are ~100 times safer than in 70s'

Incentives: fleet “weakest link” backfit/political risk , 
current (artificially low) energy prices
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The Swiss Case: safety investment justified?
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→ Early backfits were absolutely justified (“benefit” of TMI/Chernobyl). 
→ Current level of safety investment is reasonable 
→ Further investment – without specific strong justification – questionable on this 
already conservative basis 

* Diminishing improvements in safety is for current “Gen II” fleet.  Existing “Gen III” designs, when built, 
expected to be significantly safer.
* Not all national fleets have achieved this level of safety investment...

Compare past safety investments with risk 
reduction (conservative numbers):
80s: risk down ~1B/yr at cost of 50 M/yr
80s-90s: risk down ~100M/yr, at cost of 50
M/yr
2000s/Post Fukushima: risk down
~10M/yr at a cost of 50 M/yr



Safety: No urgent alarm regarding current Swiss nuclear power plants – they have 
probably never been safer. They play an important role in the Swiss energy system, 
and in our view are superior to the current state of alternatives.

Global potential for future nuclear to provide dense, reliable, CO2-neutral power –
enabling efficient dense future urban designs, relaxing land-use1

Switzerland should support – not shrink – research in nuclear technologies2, and advocate 
better practices abroad to mitigate fleet risk. In particular a full accounting of cost for full 
appreciation of safety benefits.

Nuclear community must be open to external views and accepting new/diverse methods from 
relevant disciplines: In particular continuous full learning from experience (statistical), rather than 
reacting to the next major accident. And full integration of knowledge about external risks.

Beware of detrimental incentives: Fleet weakest-link risk ; artificial low price conditions

Concluding Messages:

13

1. Global urbanization trend towards mega-cities → economic growth with a smaller footprint 
2. D. Sornette, A civil super-Apollo project in nuclear R&D for a safer and prosperous world, 
Energy Research & Social Science 8, 60-65 (2015)
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Scientific / Technical Recommendations 

- Fully quantify cost to fully quantify safety.

- Broaden scope: Combine and compare precursors for global fleet.

- Communication: Emphasize plant differences with a simple transparent 
representation. Otherwise → weakest link. Provide accessible risk information.

- Best rigorous statistical methods: Patterns, trends, forerunners on broad 
and deep data, comparing different variables (cost, precursor CDF, INES, ...)

- Assess PSA maturity: Compare evolution of PSA methods with experience

- PSA: Intense focus on quantification of extreme external hazard, plant 
response, and inherent uncertainty.

- Scrutinize threshold/cutoff: Exclusion of multitude of “insignificant events”. 
Sampling methods to extrapolate true number of events. 
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Externalities by Source, EY ECOYS 2014
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PSI CH Energy Scenarios
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Lesson from Fukushima:
Mitigating radiological consequences? 

Fukushima: massive earthquake, tsunami, flooding, 20k dead. Large releases 
from 3-4 large units. Swiss sites have less radioactive material and filtered 
venting, designed to reduce radioactive material in releases by 100x.

Japan wants to re-mediate the lost land: (thus far ~15 Bil. CHF spent!) 
- Cesium-137 half life of 30 years, water soluble. Normal level of 2-4 mSv/year.
- Large reduction in first two years due to rain washing rad. into ground/ocean
- 2013-2017: Manual de-contam. reduced mSv/yr in residential areas by 50%.
- LNT debate “long term low dose”: Health effects at < 100 mSv “inconclusive”
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PEGASOS and its “refinement”

Plants built to “10'000 yr event”, with 70s' seismic models. Swiss seismic records are limited (small country, not 
the most seismic).

In PEGASOS, 2004, seismic hazard found much higher and more uncertain than based on 70s' methods. 

Numbers seen as extreme/problematic (requiring higher design requirements). Partially addressed with 
upgrades, but also questioned with PEGASOS “Refinement” Project, 2014 (PRP). Unfortunately ENSI judged 
PRP results not reliable enough for use in PSA.

→ Still an outstanding issue that suggests a higher design basis than “H2”.
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Details of PSA post-Fukushima

Fukushima, 2011 prompted EU “stress-test” for European nuclear power plants. The troublesome
finding was:

“The evaluation of beyond design basis margins for earthquakes and flooding is not consistent in
participating countries. A few countries have quantified the inherent robustness of the plants'
beyond the design basis up to cliff edge effects, whereas the majority have made only a general
claim that sufficient safety margins exist and therefore there is no verifiable information on the basis
of which to consider effective potential improvements.” -- EU Stress test, 2011

Somewhat general limitations to PSA:
- Needs less optimistic beyond-design-basis behaviour. e.g., HRA “flying blind” mode, or other
unfavourable operating scenarios.
- Assumes independence of triggers / simultaneous failures at and across sites. But earthquakes,
tsunamis, flooding and fires happen together, can impact multiple units, and can increase coupling
; Low-magnitude hazards with relatively low individual damage potential may have very severe
consequences if occurred simultaneously.
- Inconsistent consideration of external beyond-design-basis accidents, which dominate the overall
risk. Given importance, should focus more on analyzing and performing Severe Accident
Management (SAM).
- Uncertainty quantification efforts have been limited. Especially considering the high importance
and uncertainty of external extreme events. Limitations are seldom discussed.
- Excludes: sabotage/terrorist attacks, incl. Cyber ; component aging/fatigue ( reactor pressure
vessel embrittlement; steam generator tube corrosion and cracking ) ; existence of design problems
(i.e., PSA excluded Fukushima [IER]) ; human error of commission (a wrong/aggravating action) ;
etc.
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Precursors 1/3

Outside USA USA

Petten, 2013 (research), control rod deficiency, 
common cause failure.
Fukushima Daini, 2011; Tohoku earthquake, tsunami, 
melt-down averted
Onagava-2, 2011; Tohoku earthquake rely EDG failed 
and repaired 
Shika-1, 99, Transient 
Pickering-2, 94, LOCA
Narora-1, 93, Fire and extended loss of power/control 
Tarapur-1, 92, Transient
Mihama-2, 91, LOCA
Greifswald-5, 89, Fuel overheat
Vandellos-1, 89; Fire, flooding impaired safety  
Gravelines-1, 89, Primary circuit pressure relief defect
Pickering-1, 88, Fuel damage by power excursion
Bugey, 84, Blackout rely EDGs
Salem-1, 83, ATWS
Armenian, 82; fire, blackout, loss of cooling...
St Laurent-2, 80; Fuel damage, extended shutdown
Beloyarsk, 78, Fire and LOCA
Beloyarsk, 77, Fuel rod melt?
Bohunice, 77, overheating, fuel damage, site 
contamination, shut down.
Greifswald-1, 75, Fire causes loss 5/6 coolant pumps
Leningrad-1, 74, LOCA 
St Laurent, 69; 
...

Between 1969 and 2005, a total of 63,005 events and 
conditions were evaluated via this ASP (accident 
sequence precursor) process. Only 836 items (1.3%) 
exceeded the of 1×10^-6 threshold.
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Precursors 2/3: 
Be rigorous in statistical analysis

Cannot look at a 10 year window for rare events!
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Precursors 3/3: Analysis of US average reactor

- US precursors:  “100 events each with a probability of 1% → 1 event on average”
- There was a clear drop in precursor severity around 1980 (after TMI)
- About 40% of precursors caused by human error (difficult to model and reduce)
- Discovered long-term vulnerabilities contribute approximately 51% of the total risk due to all 
precursors. Delay in discovery and common sense indicate that vulnerabilities exist today that have yet 
to be discovered.
- Crucial: Insufficient window to assess rare Beyond Design Basis Accidents (BDBA) – e.g., the 10'000 
year earthquake. Must add PSA numbers here.
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US PSA Summary (1989-1994)

Outdated information, but difficult to find such useful information that 
is more current.

For 6 “representative” plants, full-scope PSA.

External risk importance and type site-specific: ranging from 20-
90%. Probably underestimated. 

At least a factor of 10 of uncertainty in the CDF with unsophisticated 
methods. Likely underestimated given that the external hazard 
probably has a higher uncertainty.

For these plants eventual failure of the containment had massive 
variation due to different designs.
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